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Putting x = \/{a).y and dividing by a\/a we get 

ys_3y = Jb=2c. (2) J * 
a\/a 

v 

Putting y = eeV?1 +e?ei/?1 = 2cos0, this becomes 

e3V-i+e-3V~l = 2 cos 30 = 2c. (3) 

0 = Jcos^c, 3/ = 2cos(Jcos~*1c), and x = 2v/(a)cos(?cos~ic), 
a general expression for the roots of equation (1). 

If we restrict cos_1c to any one of its values the three roots are 

xx = 2^/(a).cos(^cos_ic), 

x2 = 2-|/(a).cos (f7r+^cos_1c), 

xs = 2|/(a).cos (|7r+^cos_1c). 
If a3 > b2, c is less than unity and the three roots are real, and their val? 

ues may be readily found from a table of cosines. 

If az < b2, c is greater than unity and consequently cos_1c is imaginary, 

yet the value of xx is real and might readily be found from such a table as 

the one given on p. 37, Vol. II, Analyst, if it were sufficiently extended. 

Put n = cos (Jcos_1c). Then is 

x1 = 2ny/a, 

x2 = -2^(?).<( in+jypa-n2)] )-, 

x3 = -2^(a).<; in-iv/[3(l-n2)] }. 

Since n is greater than unity, x2 and #3 are imaginary. 
If a be negative c is imaginary and the expressions for the roots seem to 

be, but we shall see that one of them is real. 

Because cos_1c = i?r ? sin_1c, 

x1 = 2|/(a).cos (i7r-Jsin-1c)= 21/'(a).[Jv/(3)-cos(Jsin"lc)+isin(isin""lo)l 

a;2==2v/(a).cos(|7r-Jsin-1c)=:--2v/(a).[iv/(3).cos(Jsin-',c)?Jsin(Jsin-1o)], 

xz = 2j/(a).cos (f^-Jsin-1 c)=-2|/(a).sin (Jsin-1 c). 

The expsession for xz is real and its value might readily be obtained from 

the table above referred to. 

SOL UTION OF AN 1NDETERMINA TE PROBLEM. 

BY DR. DAVID S. HART, STONINGTON, CONN. 

To find general values of x and y to solve the problem 

Let A be a non-quadrate number = the sum of two squares = r2 + **, 
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then we shall have 

aMt-Myy-?i, 
and by transposition, 

?*?rV = ?y?l = (?y?i)(?y+i); 
whence 

X2 = ,y+(^_1)(^+1) = n. #. # ̂ = [iY+(?y-l)(?y+l)]?. 

Let r2j^-\-(8y?l)(sy-\-l) = [ry?(m-?-n)(sy?l)]2. Reducing this we get 

m2-\-n2 
y =-!_. 

S77i2? 2 nrm ? sn2 

Here, in order to have y integral, put sm2? 2nrm?sn2 = ?1; whence, 
transposing and dividiug by s, we have 

2 2nr sn2?zl 
s s 

and by quadratics 

rn?i/[(r2+s2)n2-^-s~\ , , 2 , 2\ m =-z~???L_J?=_J. . ?. y = ?(m2+n2). s 

In the general value of m, r and s may represent any numbers one of 
which is even, and the other any odd number except 1, and n can be found 

by trial, or, if large, by the solution of the formula P2? (r2~\-s2)n2 = dzs. 

(See Barlow's Theory of Numbers, prop. XI, p. 302.) 
Having found the values of x, y as above, we can find x, y in the equa- 

tion x2?Ay2=l by putting x = 2p2+l and y=2pq, p, q, being the values 
of x, y, already found. (See Vol. XX, p. 64 of Reprint from Ed. Times.) 

Let r = 2, s = 3, n = 1, then m = 2, using the plus signs. Whence, to 
solve x2? lSy2 = ?1, x = 18, y = 5; to solve x2 ? lSyz = 1, x = 649, 
y = 180. 

Let r = 2, s = 5, n = 2, then m = 3, using the plus signs. Whence, to 
solve x2? 29y2 = ?1, x = 70, y = 13; to solve x2? 29y2 = 1, x = 9801, 
y = 1820. 

Let r = 8, s = 3, n = 2, then m = 11, using the second minus sign. 
To solve x2?73y2 = ?1, x = 1068, y -.= 125; to solve x2?73y2 = 1, x = 
2281249 and y= 267000. 

Let r = 6, s = 5, then m = |[6nd=i/(61n2 + 5)], and P2?61n2 = 5. 

Developing j/61 into a continued fraction, we find the partial quotients, 7, 
1, 4, 3, 1, 2. Here the complete quotient corresponding to 2 has 5 for its 

denominator, in an even place, and the converging fractions are j-, f, $?-, 
W> ?r> W; ?" ? n = 58, P ?= 453, m = ? 21, using the minus sign. 
Hence, to solve x2?61y2 = ? 1, a? = 29718, 2/ = 3805; and to solve 
s^ly2 = 1, a?= 1766319049 and y == 226153980. 
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